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Effective Time 
Management Techniques



Time Management Issues: List the Key Time Wastes in 
your company/dept 

• Shifting priorities and crisis management 

• The telephone 

• Lack of priorities/objectives 

• Attempting too much 

• Drop in visitors 

• Ineffective delegation  

• The cluttered desk 

• Procrastination 

• The inability to say "no!“

• Meetings 



IN
MAYBE IN NOT IN

NOT QUITE

OUT

WHATEVER!

OUT



PRIORITIZING TOOLS

• Schedule of activities and their bottom-line 

impact: have a to do list

• ABC  Technique 

• Sort out your priorities based on Urgency and 

Importance at the planning stage 

• Apply the 80/20 (Pareto) Principle

• Manage Procrastination



Time Management Matrix

III IV

III

Urgent Not urgent



Time Matrix

III IV

II
• Crises

• Pressing Problems

• Deadline Driven Project

,meetings, preparations

Urgent Not urgent



Time Matrix

III IV

Urgent Not urgent

• Preparation

• Prevention 

• Values Clarification

• Planning

• Relationship Building

• True re-creation

• Empowerment

• Crises

• Pressing Problems

• Deadline Driven Projects,

meetings, preparations



Time Matrix

IV

Urgent Not urgent

• Interruptions, some phone 

calls

• Some mail, some reports

• Some meetings

• Many proximate, pressing

matters

• Many popular activities

• Crises

• Pressing Problems

• Deadline Driven Projects,

meetings, preparations

• Preparation

• Prevention 

• Values Clarification

• Planning

• Relationship Building

• True re-creation

• Empowerment



Time Matrix

Urgent Not urgent

• Trivia, busywork

• Some phone calls

• Time Wasters

• “Escape” activities

• Irrelevant mail

• Excessive TV
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• Crises

• Pressing Problems

• Deadline Driven Projects,

meetings, preparations

• Preparation

• Prevention 

• Values Clarification

• Planning

• Relationship Building

• True re-creation

• Empowerment

• Interruptions, some phone 

calls

• Some mail, some reports

• Some meetings

• Many proximate, pressing

matters

• Many popular activities





OVERCOMING 

PROCRASTINATION

• SMART Objectives

• Rewards

• Start small, aim big

• Make time each day

• Do not tolerate distractions

• “To do” List



USE PLANNING TOOLS?

1. Time log

2.    Desk planner

3.   Daily-to-do list

4. Calendars

5. Goals and objectives list



Time Log

Time Period What Happened Who was Involved What was the outcome

0800 - 0830

0830 - 0900

0900 - 0930

0930 - 1000

1030 - 1100



“ensure you have sufficient resources before starting 

any project, it will save you TIME and related 

STRESS”



“Do not fear CHANGE, for it is an 
unchangeable law of progress. The 
person who uses yesterday’s 
methods in today’s world won’t be 
in business tommorrow.” – Odell 
Shepard



Stress Management



Stress

Stress is the harmful physical and 
emotional responses that occur when the 
requirements of an individuals life do not 
match their capabilities, resources or 
needs



Exercise

What is causing stress in your life? 
List 3-4 causes

What things do you do to manage 
stress?

Share



Managing Stress

Stress is our response to daily life

We can respond positively or 
negatively



Symptoms of Stress

Emotional

Physical

Behavioral



Exercise

Which signs are you 
manifesting currently?



Unhealthy ways of coping

Smoking

Excessive consumption of alcohol

Overeating or under eating

Zoning out for hours in front of the TV 

Withdrawing from friends, family, and activities

Using pills or drugs to relax



Unhealthy ways of coping

Sleeping too much

Procrastination

Filling up every minute of the day to avoid facing 
problems

Taking out your stress on others (lashing out, angry 
outbursts, physical violence)



Tips for Managing Stress

Know your limitations

Keep a positive attitude 

Learn to say “No”

Get a good night's rest. 

Eat healthily. 

Learn to forgive and move on



Tips for Managing Stress

Exercise, participate in a sport or engage in fun 
activity. 

Plan out your time and prioritize. 

Talk to a friend about your problems, don't hold it 
in. 

Pray  

Laugh

Relax  and take regular breaks 



The Triple A Approach

• Alter or change the situation, figure out how to avoid or accept 
the situation and alter your response to it. Sometimes 
changing the situation is the most promising strategy. 

• Avoid; Forcing oneself into stressful situations is being 
masochistic.

• Accept; Some things in life, like death and taxes, are 
unavoidable. Accept them with good grace. 



Wheel of Life

10

Family



“The roots of true achievement 
lie in the will to be the best that 
you can become.”

Harold Taylor - Poet


